In spite of rapid experimental progress, windows for light superparticles remain. One possibility is a O(100 GeV) tau slepton whose t-channel exchange can give the correct thermal relic abundance for a relatively light neutralino. We pedagogically review how this region arises and identify two distinct scenarios that will be tested soon on multiple fronts. In the first, the neutralino has a significant down-type higgsino fraction and relatively large rates at direct detection experiments are expected. In the second, there is large mixing between two relatively light staus, which could lead to a significant excess in the Higgs boson branching ratio to photons. In addition, electroweak superpartners are sufficiently light that direct searches should be effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
The neutralino of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) represents an attractive dark matter candidate. Collider searches have as yet yielded no sign of superpartners; for colored particles, some bounds now exceed a TeV. Moreover, direct detection experiments are now rapidly pushing into the regime where signals of the lightest supersymmetic particle (LSP) of the MSSM might be observed. Yet windows remain for light superpartners, particularly in models that relax theoretical assumptions such as gaugino mass unification.
In addition, the recent discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] , potentially opens a window onto the as yet hidden physics beyond the Standard Model. Intriguingly, initial measurements of Higgs boson decays indicated values close to Standard Model predictions for all channels except h → γγ, which was well in excess of the Standard Model expectation. Indeed, this channel is one where new physics might be expected to show itself, precisely because both the Standard Model and new potential physics arise at the loop level. And while these measurements have moved towards the Standard Model value, there is still ample room for a non-trivial deviation. At present R γγ , the ratio of the measured rate of Higgs decays to photons with respect to the Standard Model prediction, is measured by CMS to be 0.78-1.11 via two different analyses, with all observations consistent with the Standard Model at the 1σ level [3] . On the other hand, ATLAS still sees a significantly higher rate of 1.65, with a ∼ 2.4σ deviation from the Standard Model [4] . If there were to be an excess in this channel, a natural interpretation is the existence of new charged particles who receive at least some of their mass from the Higgs mechanism, see, e.g. Ref. [5] . A well motivated possibility is a light stau, the superpartner of the tau, a possibility studied recently in this context, for example, in Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Indeed the stau is one of the superpartners whose mass can be quite light O(100 GeV), in spite of the progress of limits at the LHC.
If such a light stau were to exist, it could have implications for the thermal history of dark matter, as has been shown in recent scans performed over the MSSM parameter space [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , see also Ref. [22] . Our interest here is not in the stau-coannihilation region [23] , where a large enough annihilation cross section can be achieved if the dark matter and the stau are nearly degenerate. Instead our focus is on the "bulk stau" region where no particular mass relationship is required -rather a light stau acts as a t-channel mediator to ensure the proper relic density for a predominantly bino LSP (via the process χχ → τ τ ). This is to be contrasted with the selectron and the smuon, as reviewed in Ref. [24] , where LEP limits [25, 26] had already made it nearly impossible to realize a low enough thermal relic density via their t-channel exchange. The advent of slepton searches at the LHC has only strengthened this conclusion [27] [28] [29] . But not only are the collider limits on the stau somewhat weaker, [25, 26, 30] , the relatively large tau mass can lead to novel effects in annihilation, particularly at large tan β.
In Sec. II we outline preliminaries related to the stau-mediated annihilation process. The following two sections discuss two distinct scenarios where the light stau can dominate the early universe annihilations. In the first, the mostly bino dark matter has a non-trivial higgsino fraction (see Ref. [22] for some recent discussion of this scenario). In this case, the tan β enhanced Yukawa couplings of the stau can provide efficient enough annihilation.
The prospects for direct detection of dark matter in this case are relatively optimistic, as we will review. In the second, large stau mixing is essential in producing a large enough (s-wave) annihilation of the neutralinos. While direct detection may be unobservable in the near-term future in this case, it is likely that the staus could have an impact on the Higgs to diphoton branching ratio. Both cases are imminently testable.
II. STAU EXCHANGE
The neutralino is defined as
where N ij are the components of the diagonalization matrix for the neutralino, (see Eq. (7) below). As a first step towards understanding the contribution of stau-exchange to early universe annihilation, we examine the couplings of the stau to the neutralino [31] :
where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev), s W (c W ) is the sine (cosine) of the weak mixing angle, and cos τ is the stau mixing angle:
Here, A τ is the tau trilinear coupling which we will always assume to vanish for simplicity;
µ is the higgsino mass parameter; m L 3 is the left-handed third generation slepton soft mass and mτ 1 is the lighter stau mass eigenvalue. For completeness and to clarify conventions, we include the stau mass matrix in Appendix B. The couplings of the heavy stau to the neutralino are given by replacing cos τ → − sin τ and sin τ → cos τ in the above. In each coupling, the first term is due to interactions with gauginos, whilst the final terms in Eqs. (2),(3) are due to the coupling to the higgsino. These last terms can be enhanced at large tan β.
The thermal annihilation cross section can be expanded as
with x = m/T . a is the s-wave piece; b is the p-wave contribution. We used CalcHEP 3.4 [32] [33] [34] to compute the neutralino annihilation cross-section to a pair of taus via the t-channel exchange of the staus. Ignoring sub-leading contributions to the p-wave cross-section (see below), the coefficients a and b of Eq. (5) are given by
The possibility of having both g R i and g L i non-vanishing changes the picture qualitatively with respect to the pure bino and unmixed stau case (N i1 = δ i1 , cos τ = 0). With both g R i , g L i = 0 an s-wave contribution to annihilation appears. So, even though g R i dominates over much of the parameter space, the value of g L i plays a crucial role. This is in contrast to smuon and slectron exchange, where both higgsino couplings and mixing are expected to be small, and the s-wave contribution is negligible. Additionally, the s-wave contribution to the annihilation cross-section is only proportional to g L i g R i . Therefore, the p-wave contribution is relevant only when one of the couplings is clearly suppressed. This justifies our neglecting all but the g
and g
terms in the p-wave piece.
As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in the case where the LSP is predominantly a bino (perhaps with a small higgsino admixture). In the pure bino limit, its couplings reduce to: g L 1 → √ 2 cos τ s w m z /v and g R 1 → −2 √ 2 sin τ s w m z /v. We see that for the most part, the lightest mostly right-handed stau exchange will dominate the annihilation cross-section. However, stau mixing effects can be important. For sufficient stau mixing, the dominant contribution would come from the s-wave piece in the annihilation cross-section (as cos τ sin τ would be large).
To better understand deviations from the pure bino limit, an expansion in M Z /µ is instructive. Following Ref. [35] , in the limit µ,
Here, M 1 and M 2 represent the bino and wino soft masses respectively. From these expressions, there are three main take home messages. First, the higgsino fractions decouple as M Z /µ. Second, at large tan β and not too small µ we see that the down-type higgsino fraction exceeds that of the up-type higgsino fraction by a factor of µ/M 1 . Here, this ratio will always be large, as we are interested in light neutralinos (lighter than a light stau), with masses m χ ≈ M 1 < ∼ M Z , and µ is constrained by direct collider searches to be larger than µ > ∼ 250 GeV. Finally, the wino fraction is also typically small. In our numerical studies we take M 2 = 400 GeV >> M 1 , in which case it plays a minor role. For completeness we present the full neutralino mass matrix and mixing angles in Appendix A.
Using the approximation presented in Eq. (7), we see that the higgsino coupling to the stau would be proportional to tan β/µ. This then implies that even if the lightest stau is completely right-handed, adding a small higgsino fraction to the almost bino neutralino could produce a significant g L i g R i as long as tan β is sufficiently large. If this is the case, the annihilation cross-section would again be dominated by its s-wave contribution.
In terms of the effective thermal annihilation cross section in Eq. (5), (6) , the relic density is given by:
where g * ∼ 86.25 are the degrees of freedom and x F ∼ 25 at freeze out. We will generally require that the relic density be within approximately 3σ of the experimental observation given in Ref. [36] ,
Our choice of a relatively large error bar is also consistent with our choice of dropping some terms in the relic density calculation, which should give correction of 10% in the relevant regions. In the next two sections we will discuss two distinct scenarios where the neutralino relic density arising in the "bulk" stau region may be consistent with the observed one.
But before doing this, we comment on the indirect detection situation. For light neutralino masses with substantial s-wave annihilation, existing experimental bounds can be relevant. A published bound from the FERMI collaboration coming from an examination of dwarf spheroidals [37] indicates that dark matter annihilating to tau leptons with thermal cross section is excluded up to masses of roughly 40 GeV. An independent analysis [38] gives similar results, m χ > 30 GeV. Because our dark matter indeed annihilates dominantly via s-wave (typically 90% or greater of the annihilation is from s-wave in this low mass region), these bounds are relevant, so we keep in mind throughout that light dark matter with masses less than ≈ 25 GeV is disfavored. Moreover, these bounds are expected to improve. Indeed, while this is not the focus of this work, projections from [39] indicate that the entire neutralino mass region up to 100 GeV should be probed by FERMI LAT on the 10 year time scale, assuming that astrophysical dark matter profiles are not too unfavorable.
III. HIGGSINO DOPING
If µ is not too large, there is a non-trivial higgsino component in the neutralino dark matter. Further, the down-type higgsino has tan β enhanced couplings to the stau, so at large tan β this coupling can play an especially significant role. It is thus possible to realize the proper thermal relic abundance without any significant mixing in the stau sector (cos τ = 0). Taking the limit of vanishing mixing, and keeping the leading contribution in the neutralino mixing matrices, see Eq. (7), we find:
, which is typically much less than one, and as we mentioned in the previous section, g R 1 is the dominant coupling. However, since both couplings are non-zero, the s-wave contribution to σv exists and controls the relic density. Due to the To ensure that limiting ourselves to light stau exchange is a reasonable approximation, we also examined this region using micrOMEGAs 3.2 [41] . In the parameter space in Fig. 1 that is shaded red, the Z-pole and h-pole can contribute significantly. In the darkest region, these channels contribute at least 50% to the early universe annihilation of neutralinos.
In the lighter red region, they contribute at least 10% to the annihilation. Away from these red regions, the analytic stau exchange is an excellent approximation. As the value of µ increases, the higgsino fraction of the lightest neutralino becomes smaller (again, see
Eq. (7)). To compensate, larger values of tan β are required.
We also see the dependence of σv on the neutralino mass reflected in these contours.
Examining the cross section, we find (for fixed mτ 1 ) at small m χ , σv grows approximately linearly with the neutralino mass. However, as m χ approaches mτ 1 , the cross-section flattens out. This is the origin of the turn over in the tan β contours at the larger neutralino masses.
At large values of µ tan β with light staus, there may exist a charge breaking vacuum GeV. The contours are drawn using the approximation of solely stau-mediated annihilation. Also superimposed are red shaded regions denoting where final states other than τ τ become relevant. The red solid/dashed boundaries correspond to when the τ τ final state is less than 90% and 50% respectively of the total annihilation cross-section. The region below the blue dashed line is excluded by an approximate recasting of CMS limits from Ref. [40] , see the text for details. The white region is the bulk stau region favored by the present analysis.
deeper than the electroweak one, which could lead to the instability of the electroweak vacuum at the timescale of the lifetime of the universe. To avoid such an instability, values of µ tan β would have to be bounded from above [42] [43] [44] [45] . However, this bound is significantly alleviated whenτ 2 is much heavier thanτ 1 . In fact for mτ 2 2 TeV, these considerations do not constrain our parameter space of µ and tan β [45] Also, collider constraints have begun to impinge upon this region. CMS has presented preliminary results in a trilepton search that directly considers the possibility that neutralinos and charginos cascade via an on-shell stau [40] . These bounds depend on the neutralino mass, but roughly indicate limits on chargino masses of approximately 300-350
GeV. However, we expect a somewhat reduced cross section with respect to the reference model utilized there, which assumes degenerate wino-like χ . While we leave detailed recasting for future work, we do make an estimate of how the limits degrade for our model.
As in the CMS reference model, production is dominated by the s-channel exchange of the W , for us to χ 0 2,3 and χ ± 1 . For a given mass, the production cross section for each neautralino in our model (χ 0 2,3 ≈ higgsino) is reduced by roughly a factor of four with respect to the reference model (χ 0 2 ≈ wino). Together these two states would have half the production cross section of the reference model for an identical mass. Moreover, the branching ratio to the τ rich final state depends on the precise values of m χ , µ and tan β. We compute the relevant branching ratio using SUSY-HIT [46] for points in the µ, m χ plane at values of tan β that would reproduce the proper relic density.
1 We then adapt limits from Ref. [40] by finding the value of µ which has a cross section× BR comparable to the one excluded at the limit. This forces µ 250 − 300 GeV, with a weakening of this bound towards larger values of the neutralino mass 2 . ATLAS has presented comparable results [47] derived from searches for hadronic taus and missing energy in the context of a similar, but not identical simplified model. ATLAS has also interpreted this result in terms of a MSSM model [47] which suggests comparable bounds on µ ( 300 GeV) to our derived CMS bounds (see also Ref. [22] ). However, the large 1σ band around the expected limit suggests that the results are extremely sensitive to small fluctuations which could degrade the observed limit considerably. So at present, we concentrate on the CMS bounds which appear to be more robust. We denote this bound as a blue dashed line in Fig. 1 . The present relevance of (both) limits to the parameter space at hand indicates that direct searches for electroweak production of these neutralinos at the 14 TeV LHC should be a powerful probe of this model (see also Ref. [29] ). More detailed examination is left for future work.
In addition, the coupling of the Higgs boson to the neutralino is governed by its higgsino fraction. Since obtaining the correct relic density requires a non-negligible higgsino component, one might worry that this coupling could become large and experimental limits on invisible decays of the Higgs boson might be relevant [22] . However, the dominant coupling is to the up-type higgsino fraction, which is suppressed by an additional factor of M 1 /µ. The result is that in the region of parameters under study (after imposing the direct 1 We have checked that the subdominant decays χ give weaker bounds. 2 Due to acceptance effects, we might also expect a subdominant dependence on the stau mass. In Ref. [40] this is taken to be the average between the chargino mass and the LSP mass. constraints on µ above), we get less than 10% invisible branching ratio -well below the current experimental limit of ∼ 20% [48, 49] . The largest branching ratios occur for the smallest values of µ and might be be probed with the full 14 TeV LHC data set [50] .
In determining the maximum allowed tan β, perturbativity of the bottom Yukawa is quite relevant. We should keep in mind that there could be important modifications to the b On the other hand, b is controlled dominantly by squark-gluino loops which are completely unrelated to the analysis at hand, and one could imagine these particles also being very heavy, in which case b ∼ 0. Even then, relaxing the requirement that the Yukawa coupling be perturbative all the way up to the GUT scale, it is possible to have tan β ∼ 100 for cutoff scales of ∼ 10 7 GeV.
A. Direct Detection
The non-trivial higgsino fraction of the neutralino ensures a not too-small contribution to direct detection from Higgs boson exchange. Moreover, the large tan β required to give the correct relic density indicates the possibility of large contributions from the heavy Higgs boson.
The spin-independent elastic cross-section for a neutralino scattering off a heavy nucleus due to the exchange of both the heavy and light Higgs is given by
, m N is the mass of the nucleus, m χ is the neutralino mass, and [56]
Here, α is the mixing angle for the CP-even Higgs; m h is the light Higgs, and m H is the heavy 
Further, f (p,n)
Ts . In Fig. 2(i) we explore the current interplay between direct detection constraints and collider constraints. We again fix the lighter stau mass to 95 GeV. For each point in the m A vs tan β plane, a collider constraint can be applied directly, coming from the search for A/H → τ τ . The current limits, coming from Ref. [58] are shown as a shaded region. But how do these limits compare with considerations from the dark matter picture? The dark matter relic density depends on additional parameters, in particular µ, m χ , and mτ 1 . Due to the dominance of the s-wave contribution, the relic density is set through the product of g L 1 and g R 1 to an excellent approximation. Therefore, the relic density is merely a function of tan β/µ (see Eq. (11) Below the dashed yellow line µ is disfavored by collider limits from Ref. [40] . mτ 1 is fixed to 95 GeV in both panels.
from Xe-100 [59] are shown in Fig. 2 A comment is in order on the shape of the curves in Fig. 2(i) . The spin independent direct detection contribution coming from the heavy Higgs boson exchange has a piece enhanced by tan β and depends on theH d fraction of the LSP, which is inversely proportional to µ.
The result is that this contribution depends on the ratio tan β/µ. But this is precisely the combination fixed by relic density considerations. Therefore, one might expect that fixing the relic density would precisely determine the direct detection cross section up to m A , implying that the bounds would be independent of tan β. In fact, this is why the curves in At present, the collider search is more constraining. And while the bounds from the direct search for the heavy Higgs are expected to improve [60] , future direct detection experiments will prove decisive. The crucial point is that the contribution from the light (Standard Model-like) Higgs boson alone is also not negligible for the higgsino fractions at hand. For very large m A this would be the dominant contribution and Eq. (12) reduces to:
This contribution is shown as contours in Fig. 2 (ii). At each value of the neutralino mass and µ, tan β is chosen such that Ωh 2 = 0.12. Below the yellow dashed line µ would be disfavored by Ref. [40] . The dashed red curve represents the reach of a 1 Ton-scale Xe experiment [61] .
The 1 Ton-scale Xe experiment is expected to probe σ SI down to more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the present Xe-100 bounds. All points below and to the right would be tested, indicating that the majority of this region will be explored by such experiments, even for m A → ∞.
The region which would not be excluded (at the top of the figure) corresponds to very large tan β (see Fig. 1 ). Because of the increased sensitivity of the 1 ton experiments, coupled with the large tan β, it is possible that contributions from other heavy super partners could be relevant. For example, the projected limit for m χ = 70 GeV is σ SI ≈ 7 × 10 −48 cm 2 .
For µ = 600 GeV and tan β = 90 (consistent with relic density), even 2 [41] . So, while the the contribution from the SM Higgs boson alone is not enough to ensure a signal at direct detection experiments, even super partners with multiple TeV masses could contribute to observable rates.
IV. GAUGINO DARK MATTER AND STAU MIXING
A complementary possibility occurs when there is substantial mixing in the stau sector.
From Eqs. (2), (3), we see that if the mixing angle is near maximal, it is possible to have substantial g L and g R , even with vanishing LSP higgsino content. The couplings are then well approximated by
To explore this possibility, we fix µ to large values, so that the higgsino fraction will indeed be negligible. We then vary the neutralino mass and the stau mixing angle and plot contours of constant relic density, see Fig. 3 . We include only the exchange of the staus as given in Eq. (6). The lighter stau mass is fixed to 95 GeV, and since we fix the value of µ and tan β, the mass of the heavier stau is varied as the mixing angle is varied. The mass of τ 2 for a given value of the mixing angle is
In Fig. 3 we show plots for two choices of µ and tan β: (i) |µ| = 1 TeV, tan β = 10 and
(ii) |µ| = 2 TeV, tan β = 10. With our sign convention for the stau mixing angle, the sign of cos τ is determined by the sign of µ. We see that satisfying the relic density constraint via mixing in the stau sector requires almost maximal mixing. Otherwise, the annihilation cross-section is too small. In addition, even at maximal mixing, for m χ 35 GeV, it is not possible to realize a consistent relic density in this scenario. Also, if one increases the mass of the lightest stau, the effect on the relic density is significant. In this scenario, unlike the case of the bino-higgsino mixed neutralino, there is no parameter analogous to tan β that can be adjusted arbitrarily to increase the annihilation cross-section. Eventually, even for maximal stau mixing, the correct relic density cannot be obtained. We checked numerically that for mτ 1 115 GeV, it is impossible to reproduce the relic density for any neutralino mass in this case.
Note that for the smaller choice of µ, i.e. Fig. 3 (i) , the range of allowed neutralino mass is further limited. This is due to a larger destructive contribution from the heavier stau in this case, preventing efficient enough annihilation. As mentioned before, the coupling of the heavy stau to the neutralino is given by the expressions in Eq. (2),(3), but with cos τ → − sin τ and sin τ → cos τ . This sign ensures destructive interference between the contributions from the heavy and the light stau to the dominant s-wave contribution which is proportional to g L g R . The cancelation is more pronounced for the smaller values of µ tan β since that corresponds to the lighter masses forτ 2 for a given mixing angle. From Fig. 3(i) we see that having a light mτ 2 restricts the range of neutralino masses where the relic density constraint may be fulfilled to be larger than ∼ 45 GeV.
Right at the Z and the light Higgs boson resonances, one may still obtain the correct relic density even at very large values of µ. However, because the higgsino fraction is suppressed by the large µ, the couplings to both the Z and h are quite small, so the neutralino mass must be tuned quite precisely to resonance. We denote these resonances by lines at m χ = M Z /2 and m h /2.
Thus, even for a vanishing higgsino component in the LSP (large µ) the correct relic abundance may be reproduced for sufficiently large mixing in the stau sector. This scenario has strongly suppressed direct detection cross section. However, we expect some consequences of this scenario for the Standard Model like Higgs boson.
A. Higgs to Diphotons
If the staus are indeed heavily mixed and light, they will impact the Higgs to diphoton branching ratio. As before, we will use analytic expressions for the Higgs-stau coupling and branching ratios to gain insight.
The new stau contributions can be simply included analytically via the relevant loop functions. The ratio of the Higgs to γγ width, including the effect of a light stau, to its SM value is given by [5] 5 :
The loop functions, A s [x], are defined in Appendix C and the Higgs coupling to the lightest stau, in the decoupling limit, is given by
Numerically, the Standard Model contribution (i.e. the terms in the curly braces in Eq. (20)) to R γγ is approximately (-13) and the loop factor A 0 4m From the previous section, we know that the relic density gives us two clues about the stau sector. First, the mixing angle must be significant (see Fig. 3 ). Second, if the heavy stau is too light then destructive interference precludes achieving the right relic density. Indeed, numerical exploration indicates that the heavy stau should be at least approximately twice the light stau mass. In fact, this is the reason for the narrower range of consistent neutralino masses in the left panel of Fig. 3 compared with the panel with the larger value of µ tan β -for a given light stau mass, µ tan β, and the mixing angle, mτ 2 is determined (with larger mτ 2 corresponding to larger |µ| tan β). To avoid a too large destructive interference, we find a large mixing indicates |µ| tan β 7 TeV. This in turn implies a minimum R γγ given a mixing angle.
In Fig. 4 we plot contours of R γγ (blue dashed lines) and mτ 2 (red solid lines) in the |µ| tan β-| cos τ | plane. The lightest stau mass is again fixed to be 95 GeV. Examining the plot, we see that the requirement of a thermal history (large mixing plus a minimum µ tan β, or alternatively a minimum mτ 2 ) indicates an enhancement of R γγ of at least ∼ 10%.
But what is the largest R γγ might be in this scenario? To answer this question we must revisit the consequences of the vacuum stability constraint. This constrains µ as a function of tan β and mτ 2 . For a fixed tan β, as the mass ofτ 2 is increased, the bound on µ tan β is alleviated, which might lead one to believe that arbitrarily large enhancements in R γγ were possible. However, once we fix the lighter stau mass at 95 GeV, raising mτ 2 decreases the mixing angle. So, even with the loosened vacuum stability bounds, the net effect of raising the heavier stau mass is to decrease the possible enhancement in R γγ , as shown in Ref. [45] .
Hence, the maximum possible value for R γγ occurs at maximal mixing, corresponding to approximately degenerate soft masses for the staus. For this case, the stability of the vacuum is strongly dependent on tan β [44] . As an example, when tan β ∼ 60, vacuum stability demands |µ| tan β 30 TeV. On the other hand, for tan β ∼ 10, one is constrained
to have values of |µ| tan β 24 TeV. So, for any value of tan β, there is a maximum possible value of |µ| tan β and hence R γγ . From Fig. 3 we see that one needs to be at least in the region 0.4 | cos τ | 0.9 to obtain an experimentally compatible relic density. We also comment briefly on the impact of different choices of mτ 1 . R γγ has an inverse dependance on the lightest stau mass, but the value of mτ 2 is mostly determined by µ tan β/ sin 2τ . Therefore, if mτ 1 is only raised slightly, so that mτ 1 << mτ 2 still obtains, then the R γγ contours will quickly shift to the right (minimizing the relevant effect), whereas there will be a much less significant effect on the mτ 2 contours. As an example, if mτ 1 160
GeV it would not be possible to obtain more than a few % enhancement in R γγ .
V. CONCLUSIONS
A light stau with mass ∼ 100 GeV can help a predominantly bino LSP achieve the right thermal relic density. Two distinct scenarios were explored, both relying on large tan β. In the first, a small down-type higgsino fraction in the LSP has a significant coupling to the stau. The presence of this coupling allows significant s-wave annihilation. The second also relies on large tan β, but can be realized in the limit of a pure bino. Here, the key was large mixing in the stau sector. In this case, the lightest stau must have mass 115 GeV.
Both scenarios should be tested soon, and allow ample opportunities for discovery. In the case with a non-trivial higgsino fraction, ton-scale detection experiments should easily probe the entire region. Moreover, direct searches for the higgsinos at the LHC should prove promising. In the pure bino case, direct detection is small, but the presence of two light staus with significant mixing can impact the properties of the Higgs boson; enhancements in the diphoton branching ratio with respect to the Standard Model value of up to 40% are possible.
We have focused on two extremes -a non-trivial higgsino fraction and large stau mixing.
It is also possible to imagine combinations of the two. For example, one could perturb the mixed bino-higgsino case by adding stau mixing. In this case, there typically is a partial cancellation in some of the relevant couplings. This can be compensated by going to larger values of tan β. Experimentally, this case would realize a combination of the signals described. In addition to possibly detectable higgsinos and direct detection signatures, it is possible to realize (modest) deviations in the Higgs branching ratio to diphotons, see Fig. 4 .
The possibility explored here is an exciting one where many light super partners are kinematically accessible. Not only dark matter, but other particles crucial for the relic abundance story -light staus and charginos are well within experimental reach.
Note added
While this work was being completed, Ref. [62] appeared, which has substantial overlap in its discussion ofτ -mediated dark matter annihilation, and its implication for Higgs branching ratios. Ref. [62] concentrates primarily on m χ ≈ 10 GeV region and its consistency with indirect detection, but does not have a thermal history.
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Appendix A: Neutralino Mass Matrix
The neutralino mass matrix is given by: 
where g 1 = 2M Z s W /v, s β ≡ sin β and c β ≡ cos β.
The matrix diagonalizing M N is given by the matrix of its eigenvectors. The mass eigenstates are the roots to the following:
In terms of the mass eigenstates, m χ i , the eigenvectors are then exactly given by: correspond to the bino, wino, higgsino-down and higgsino-up components respectively. If tan β is larger than about 10, and m χ << µ, the tan β dependance on the components is negligible. Further, for M 2 >> m χ , the wino and the higgsino-up components are at most a few percent.
Appendix B: Stau Mass Matrix
The stau mass matrix is given by:
(A τ cos β − µ sin β)
(A τ cos β − µ sin β) m 
Appendix C: Loop Functions
The loop functions we will need to calculate the Higgs boson to diphoton width are [5] :
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